Are city buildings accessible to you? Satisfied, not satisfied, no opinion

Are city parks accessible to you?

Are walkways accessible for wheelchairs, walkers and other mobility devices? Have seating?

Do you experience any of the following barriers (Check all that apply)? Public restrooms?

- Accessible and convenient transportation
- Well-maintained sidewalks safe for ped and wheel chairs
- Public parking and spaces to park
- Well-lit, safe streets and intersections for all users.

Is information about services and resources to support aging in place easy to find?

Is information about community events and local activities.

How frequently do you spend time with family, friends, and neighbors?

Modify house to allow staying as age-bedrooms, bath, kitchen same floor; wide doors, ramps, outdoor lighting, emergency response system?

Do you need help with home repair labor or cost?

Do you feel that SP encourages older resident to remain?

Do you feel that there is awareness of contribugtions of older residents of SP?

Do you find it difficult to walk in your neighborhood?

Is there accessible and convenient transportation?

If no longer driving, how do you get around?

How many times/Mo do you go to?